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This bachelor thesis presents the theme “Bacha-Bazi in Afghanistan “An Act of Homosexual Child Sex”. All information gathered in this thesis relates to the various most recent professional documents. The aim of this work is to present historical evidence and accurate information regarding the crimes of sexual abuse and paedophilic rape of male children in the country of Afghanistan. The research describes different problems which is making the government fall into enough critical politics that is hampering the social policies of the country and became a barrier to stop the practice of Bacha-Bazi in the country. The work also aims to present the percentage of social reaction based on Bacha-Bazi and an overall discussion about the different various laws and safety legislation imposed by government of Afghanistan for putting an end to the practice of male child abuse. In the conclusion section, different initiatives that are taken up by UNICEF for the safeguard of the Afghan male children from the falling into the trap of Bacha-Bazi have been discussed.